
Dear Participants of the Deep Learning Summer School, 

we cordially welcome you to the summer school!  

Lectures & Hands-on: We are very glad to welcome our outstanding team of lecturers and tutors: Dr. 

Caroline Heneka, Jun.-Prof. Judith Reindl, Dr. Nikolai Hartmann, Dennis Noll, Dr. Marcel Rieger, Lars 

Sowa, Bogdan Wiederspan, Boyang Yu. The team provides a teaching program on five themes of 

deep neural networks, see https://indico.scc.kit.edu/event/2851/timetable/#20220808.detailed. 

They combine lectures with hands-on exercises, as for professional usage of networks, practical 

experience with the numerous chances and possible pitfalls is necessary. Please make sure to bring 

your notebook and charger, only a web browser is needed for the exercises.

Participant fee: We ask - if not already done – for your prompt transfer of the participant's fee of 300 

Euro to the following account  

Account holder: RWTH Aachen University 

IBAN: DE 07 3905 0000 0000 0253 87 

BIC: AACSDE 33 

References to be indicated: 212991333200011 + Name. 

If you have not yet contacted the head of your institute or academic school to ask for covering or 

reimbursing your travel cost and participant fee, please do so immediately well before you start 

travelling. 

Corona protection: Before you travel to the summer school, we ask that you take a Corona self-test 

to make sure it is negative. Please inform us immediately if you are unable to attend 

info@erumdatahub.de. We recommend that you wear a mask, bring enough masks for 4 days, also a 

few self-tests. 

Travel: For travel by public transportation: From Meinerzhagen train station, bus lines 282 and R61 

will take you to the bus stop Valbert Ort, Meinerzhagen within 24 minutes. From there it is a 912 

meter walk to Landhaus Nordhelle. Please calculate about 15 minutes for the walk. You can reach the 

regional cab company Knobloch by calling +49 2354 6543. Travelling by car: Zum Koppenkopf 3, 

58540 Meinerzhagen, Parking slots are available. 

Start & end of school: The school will start with a common supper on Monday 8.8.22 at 18:00. After 

that the first lecture will already take place. Please be at Haus Nordhelle already around 17:30 to 

register and drop off your belongings. We have reserved for each participant 1 room. If you wish to 

share a room, please write to info@erumdatahub.de in a timely manner. Here you find who will be at 

our summer school [1]. For a walk in the nice countryside bring a pair of solid shoes, pullover and 

rain jacket. The school ends on Friday 12.8. after a common lunch.  

Note that the participant fees cover only a fraction of the summer school costs: We are most grateful 

to the BMBF for its financial support, covering a large part of the total costs through the central 

networking and transfer office ErUM-Data-Hub.  

At this point, we are very much looking forward to welcoming you on 8.8. at Haus Nordhelle! 

With best regards 

Martin Erdmann, Angela Warkentin, Peter Fackeldey 

for the workshop organization team (https://www.erumdatahub.de) 

[1] https://indico.scc.kit.edu/event/2851/attachments/5171/8159/ListOfParticipants-20220805.pdf


